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Strzeminski Academy of Fine Arts

Opificio della Rosa

Poland

Italy

Dariusz Kaca / Professor, Head of Woodcut Techniques and Artistic Book Studio

Umberto Giovannini / Director

http://int.asp.lodz.pl/academy

http://www.opificiodellarosa.org/en/index-uk.html

dariusz.kaca@asp.lodz.pl

info@opificiodellarosa.org

T

his Studio is located in the Department of Graphic Art of
the Faculty of Graphics and Painting at the Strzeminski

Academy of Fine Art, Poland. The subject of studies in this

O

piﬁcio della Rosa is a printmaking centre dedicated to low
environmental impact techniques, located in the Medieval

Castle of Monteﬁore Conca, Italy.

studio are the artistic and technical issues of relief printing
such as: linolium cut, wood cut (including the Japanese

The studio is characterized by special expertise in several areas

waterbased method of printing), plaster cut, metalograph,

and a wide variety of techniques are practiced including woodcut,

mixed techniques, etc.

letterpress, burin on copper and non-toxic etching.
Opificio della Rosa has a programme of printmaking workshops

Since 2008 the studio has provided a wider spectrum of

open to everyone; also, each year summer workshop programmes

teaching programs including artists books. During the

are designed in liaison with international Arts universities.

last five years the studio had more than 70 students from

Workshops last from seven to ﬁfteen days and tutors and students

Poland and Europe. The studio hosted ten scholarship-

work and live in Monteﬁore.

holders from Italy, Belgium Israeli, Egypt and Japan.

Opificio della Rosa has also introduced a new programme: Un
Castello per le Arti (A Castle for the Arts), a multidisciplinary

They realized many interesting prints of a high artistic level.

project whose aim is to match artistic handicrafts to contemporary
visual and performing arts. Exhibition spaces and workspaces for
speciﬁc projects are available and resident artists can be hosted in
the guest-house of the Castle.
This artist-in-residence program is in May, June, and September.
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East London Printmakers

Glasgow Print Studio

UK

UK

Dolores (Bunny) de Sade / Chairperson

Elspeth Lamb / Member and previous Board Member

www.eastlondonprintmakers.co.uk

http://www.gpsart.co.uk

doloresbunny@gmail.com

lambbo@btinternet.com

E

ast London Printmakers is an independent collective
that promotes printmaking from within a dynamic

G

lasgow Print Studio was founded in 1972 as an artist led
initiative providing facilities and workshop space to artists

and professionally-led environment. The ELP studio offers

using fine art printmaking. Now, as an internationally acclaimed

exceptional facilities for printmaking, resources for artistsʼ

centre of excellence in ﬁne art printmaking, Glasgow Print Studio

individual development and opportunities for group

promotes contemporary and innovative printmaking through

exhibitions. The collective runs an active programme of

supporting artists, exhibitions, teaching, and conservation.

workshops and open access sessions and artist in residence
schemes to foster creative potential for individuals and

Unique to Scotlandʼs cultural landscape and central to the

community initiatives.

development of Glasgowʼs Merchant City as the cityʼs vibrant
cultural quarter, the studioʼs workshop, galleries, education space

Established in 1998 as a not-for-profit constituted voluntary

and other facilities now span three ﬂoors of Glasgowʼs centre for

organization, East London Printmakers supports thirty key-

art and creativity, Trongate 103.

holders, represents over 250 members and attracts over

The open access printmakerʼs workshop is hub of activity, and a

one thousand visitors annually.

range of other activities such as printmaking classes, workshops
for kids and creative family sessions stimulate and inspire people
of all ages and abilities.
The workshop also provides support to professional artists
through its exciting publication programme, collaborative
projects and residency programme.
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Oxford Brookes Printmaking Studio

Project "20 Coastal Stations"

UK

Norway

Ruth Miller / Technical Specialist in Book Arts

Karen Helga Maurstig / Artist / Printmaker / Coodinator

Laura Boswell / Associate Lecturer

Elisabet Alsos Strand / Artist / Printmaker / Coodinator

http://www.brookes.ac.uk/

http://www.elisabet.no/

http://arts.brookes.ac.uk/facilities/index.html

http://maurstig.com/

rcmillar@brookes.ac.uk

http://www.nkdale.no/
karenhelga.maurstig@gmail.com

T

his studio is part of Oxford Brookes Universityʼs School
of Arts facilities. Etching (from zinc and photo polymer

T

he project "20 Coastal Stations" is a pioneer project
initiated by the Norwegian artists Elisabet Alsos

plates), drypoint screenprinting, letterpress printing, digital

Strand and Karen Helga Maurstig. The project aims to

printing and bookbinding are available, as is access to the

show mokuhanga prints by Scandinavian and Japanese

Universityʼs collections of Artists Books. The campus is a

printers. We collaborate with two Artist in Residencies in

short bus ride (or a 30 minute walk) from the historic centre

Norway - The Nordic Artistsʼ Centre in Dale ‒ NKD in Sogn

of Oxford.

og Fjordane County ( Western Norway), and Nordland
Kultursenter in Nordland County (Northern Norway).
The Sogn og Fjordane Museum of Fine Art supports the
project. We also wish to participate in the development
of collaborations between contemporary printers in the
rural counties Nordland and Sogn og Fjordane and foreign
printers.
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Fujigraphics Studio

Kitamura Mokuhanga Studio

Japan

Japan

Toshio Soyama / Director

Shoichi Kitamura / Director

Tetsuo Soyama / Master Printer
http://www.fujigraphics.co.jp

show.1-k@nifty.com

info@fujigraphics.co.jp

F

ounded in 1983 by two printmakers, Fujigraphics
Studio offers lithography, copperplate etching and

T

he studio is designed for artists to work with the technical
advice of master carver Shoichi Kitamura to make water-

silkscreen in Iriya, a neighborhood of Tokyo. Large-scale

base mokuhanga. He is available for training in carving,

work can be printed at the annex studio at Soka in Saitama

printing and tool maintenance.

prefecture, which was built in 1995, enabling a wide range
of printmaking collaboration with artists.

The studio offers group workshops for up to six people to
make A4 size prints. The program can be customized in terms

While the studioʼs focus is mainly editioning and collaborative

of contents and duration depending on the experience and

printing, the shop also oﬀers a rental workshop, an open studio

objective of the group.

and an educational program. Printers there like to meet and
collaborate with artists from various backgrounds, and explore the

The studio has one guest room that can be used for

possibility of printing new art.

accommodation.
In addition to offering classes in carving and printing Shoichi
Kitamura accepts proposals for working with artists to create
new editions.
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Constellation Studios

Donkey Mill Art Center

USA.

USA

Karen Kunc / Director / Owner

Hiroki Morinoue / Artistic Director

Kathy Puzey / Associate

www.donkeymillartcenter.org

www.constellation-studios.net

hmorinoue@hawaii.rr.com

hello@constellation-studios.net

C

onstellation Studios is a creative destination for artists
in Lincoln, Nebraska, USA. In a professional studio,

T

he Donkey Mill is a non-profit charitable organization
offering art education for adults and youth at the historic

we mentor and educate, and we explore and celebrate

Donkey Mill Art Center. The center is located near the artist

interconnections between traditional and innovative print,

community of Holualoa along the Mamalahoa Kona Heritage

paper and bookmaking.

Corridor on the Big Island of Hawaii.

Constellation Studios is the live/work project of internationally

We believe that art education enriches the lives of people

renowned artist/printmaker Karen Kunc. The studios are

of all ages and abilities. Through our classes and workshops,

designed for relief and etching printmaking, letterpress,

community outreach, art and cultural events, and art

papermaking and bookmaking activities.

exhibitions we seek to fulfill our vision to provide a stimulating
environment that helps individuals discover, develop, and

Constellation Studios is located in a redevelopment area, on
the east edge of downtown Lincoln, Nebraska. Opportunities
include workshops, studio memberships, Artist-in-Residence,
internships, WallWorks outdoor temporary mural installations.
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expand their artistic abilities.
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Whitman College
Mokuhanga Center

Melbourne Printmaking
(Victorian College of the Arts/University of Melbourne)
Australia

USA

Neil Malone / Lecturer

Keiko Hara / Program Director

Julie Irving / Lecturer
Adrian Kellet / Workshop Manager/ Senior Technician

keikohara@gmail.com

nmalone@unimelb.edu.au
http://vca.unimelb.edu.au/art

W

hitman College proposes to develop a Mokuhanga
Center to provide a place where artists and scholars

T

his PrintWorkshop Studio is part of the Drawing and
Printmedia Department of the University of Melbourne,

and students can create, collaborate, explore, and study

Faculty of the Victorian College of the Arts and Music. The

both traditional and contemporary mokuhanga. The

Faculty is situated in the heart of Melbourne's Arts Precinct

energy for this proposal emerged during and after the

and flanked by the National Gallery of Victoria, major

“Abstract American Mokuhanga” Exhibit that appeared

contemporary galleries and opposite the Royal Botanic

on the Whitman College campus from February to April

Gardens; a great location on the edge of the city and part of

2014. Curated by Professor Akira Takemoto (Director of

a campus dedicated to arts training. The workshop is used by

Asian Studies) and Professor of Art Emerita, Keiko Hara, the

both undergraduate and post graduate students and artists,

exhibit allowed visitors to see how 17 American woodblock

and specializes in lithography, intaglio and relief printmaking

print artists presented contemporary visual effects that

with links to digital media facilities. Currently a new

mirrored and expanded the traditional techniques and

screenprinting studio is nearing completion. The workshop

aesthetic ideas related to the Ukiyo-e tradition. The exhibit

offers opportunities for qualified printmaking practitioners

and its accompanying events prompted many to consider

with funding in place to spend time exploring their practice or

a Mokuhanga Center that would organize workshops,

developing specific research projects.

residencies, field trips, and exhibitions so that a wide range
of people could study fine art printmaking and learn more

All inquiries should be addressed to the Department of

about traditional Japanese aesthetics.

Drawing and Printmedia, Faculty of the VCA and MCM,
University of Melbourne, Australia.
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Frans Masereel Centrum

Amsterdams Grafisch Atelier

Belgium

The Netherlands

Sofie Dederen / Director

Kristien van den Oever / Managing Director

www.fransmasereecentrum.be

amsterdamsgrafischatelier.nl

sofie.dederen@cjsm.vlaanderen.be

kristien@amsterdamsgrafischatelier.nl

F

rans Masereel Centrum (1972) offers residencies with
housing and a working space to graphic designers, artists

F

ounded in 1958, the Amsterdam Graphisch Atelier (AGA),
is the oldest graphic atelier in Holland. Artists can work

and critics who want to work with intaglio, relief printing,

with all the graphical techniques: silkscreen printing, etching,

screen print or lithography, or who want to investigate the

lithography, relief printing, fine art printing, a darkroom and

relationship of graphics with other visual arts. The focus is on

a stop motion station or any combination of these. There is

creation and experimentation in the workshop. Frans Masereel

technical assistance available and workshops and master-

Centrum anno 2014 is a graphical laboratory in which the

classes are given regularly. More than 200 artists and designers

possibilities of graphical applications are being researched,

from Holland and abroad make use of our well-equipped, non-

widened and reformulated. It is a platform for the public, the

toxic, workplace annually.

artist and his work.
Besides being a workplace and creative platform AGA is also a
knowledge centre and meeting place. We organize symposia,
international exchanges, surprising exhibitions and offer space
for research. We are experimenting with home-made paint
made from plants in our own garden.
AGA features two Artist in Residence studios. Artists in
Residence from around the world provide an international
exchange of techniques and inspiration.
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Jan van Eyck Academie ‒
Charles Nypels Lab

druckstelle
Germany

The Netherlands

Eva Pietzcker / Director

Jo Frenken / Head

http://www.druckstelle.info/en/index.htm

http://www.janvaneyck.nl
jo.frenken@janvaneyck.nl

T

he Charles Nypels Lab links up with the great design
tradition at the Academy. Its ambition is that artists, writers,

designers, photographers, poets, scientists and essayists come

Eva Pietzcker, who works with a focus on Japanese

woodblock printmaking. Druckstelle offers one-week

and print their work. Equipment for relief (letterpress, wood

classes in "Japanese Woodblock Printmaking", "Non-toxic

and linolium cuts) and screen printing (silkscreen, risography),

Etching" and "Screenprinting beyond the Photo-Stencil",

for processing and finishing will enable them to experiment

with private tutoring on request. An emphasis of the studio

and make editions of their own work. The Lab offers all

is on the use of simple solutions, non-toxic materials and

expertise necessary for producing publications, from editing

inexpensive equipment.

and translation to expertise about types of paper and binding
methods. The labʼs strength is the combination of techniques
that can create something special and unique. To that end, the
Lab is collaborating with different partners in the area.
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D

ruckstelle is the Berlin-based studio of printmaker
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MI-LAB / Nagasawa Art Park
Japan
Keiko Kadota / Program Director
http://endeavor.or.jp/mi-lab/
http://www.endeavor.or.jp/nap/index.html
infodesk@endeavor.or.jp

M
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C-1

PCM Takeo Corporation

program which ran for 13 years in Awaji, Hyogo Prefecture.
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C-2

Hosokawa-shi Craftsman's Association

MI-LAB runs basic, advance, mid-career, research and summer

30

C-3

Sekishu-washi Kubota
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C-4

Mino Handmade Paper Co-operative
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C-5

Ozuwashi

33

C-6

Hiromi Paper,Inc.

34

C-7

MORIKI PAPER CO., LTD.

35

C-8

The Japanese Paper Place

36

C-9

Paper Connection International, LLC

37

C-10

Michihamono Industrial CO.,LTD.

38

C-11

Holbein Works, LTD.

I-LAB opened at Lake Kawaguchi in 2011 as the
successor to the Nagasawa Art Park artist-in-residence

workshop programs, inviting international print artists who
want to learn the skills to improve their print expressions. The
residence artists have an opportunity to exhibit their prints
at CfSHE Gallery in Tokyo. MI-LAB began a creator or writer
program in 2013 and invites a project-based artist on occasion,
supporting them with a return air ticket and the MI-LAB
residence fee.
MI-LAB is located in a Japanese traditional style residence with
Japanese garden, near Lake Kawaguchi at the foot of Mt. Fuji,
immersed in the mountain culture and its peaceful scenery. It
has easy access to metropolitan Tokyo, which is less than two
hours away by highway bus.
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